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My name is Greg Wagner founder of C.E.A.S.E. CITIZENS EDUCATED ABOUT SOLAR ENERGY. I
and all the members of C.E.A.S.E. oppose renewable energy siting in Klickitat County or in any
other east side county. Wind and solar generated energies are intermittent, unreliable, costly and
not clean. Wind generated power supplies 10% to the grid and solar a mere .08% and that is when
favorable conditions exist. To believe 80% of our energy will be supplied from renewables by 2030
is laughable and 100% by 2050 is impossible. The elimination of fossil fuels will never happen.
Countries such as Germany, England, Australia and others who were ahead of Washington and
dreamed of renewables wind/solar replacing fossil fuels sadly found out the hard way that it is
impossible. Their citizens suffered through cold winters without heat and baked during hot summers
without air conditioning. Renewables were unable to produce enough energy to supply their current
needs and will never produce enough for future demands when their populations increase, and this
will be the same for Washington. These countries are reverting back to fossil fuel energy. Wind and
solar did not supply the basic energy needs. Inslee is not intelligent enough to realize this and
continues to force useless renewables on the expendable east side citizens and we have had
enough. To him east side citizens have no value, and we are just renewable collateral damage. Site
wind turbines in Puget Sound and see how you like looking at them. Site a solar facility on the
capitol lawn, on all state buildings. Site a solar facility on Bainbridge Island next to Inslee's home.
Site solar facilities all around Seattle, Tacoma, Olympia and watch the citizen's protest. Leaders
lead by example but with hypocrite Inslee's it's do as I say not as I do. His home is not 100%
powered but renewables, he doesn't drive an EV, he doesn't have an electric boat. He flies around
the world in fossil fuel powered jets, rides in fossil fuel powered helicopters, chauffeured in fossil
fuel powered limos, consumes food prepared by fossil fuels. His carbon footprint is huge, yet he
wants all Washingtonians to suffer without fossil fuels. The elimination of fossil fuels will destroy our
state and country. Only lunatics like Inslee believes renewables are good for our state. None of his
useless renewable plans will come true. He is destroying Washington and does not care. He is
heartless and anyone who follows him is the same. Inslee is supporting communist China by
promoting renewables considering all the raw earth minerals used to build solar panels comes from
China as do all the solar panels. Inslee is destroying our state. China sells Inslee their useless
renewables, so we won't have reliable affordable energy. China is building 2 coal fire power plants a
month so they can they have cheap reliable energy which will make their country strong. The
majority of these renewable corporations are foreign, are here for just the money and control of our
energy. This places our state in a vulnerable position but Inslee doesn't care as he has this
ridiculous save the planet renewable dream but in reality, it's a nightmare. Thank God Inslee is not
running for another term. If hot air could produce energy Inslee could power the hold state. STOP
Inslee's renewable nightmare. East side rural citizens do not want Inslee's nightmare. Greg Wagner
C.E.A.S.E. CITIZENS EDUCATED ABOUT SOLAR ENERGY
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